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We report on the complete unfaulting mechanism of a trapped self-interstitial atom cluster in the form of a
nonparallel configuration �NPC�, investigated using the autonomous basin climbing �ABC� method. A detailed
set of transition state atomic trajectories in the unfaulting process from the trapped to the mobile glide �111�
configuration and the corresponding potential energy landscape were identified. The breaking of the initial ring
structure of the three trimers on �111� planes followed by the rotation of the �111� crowdion in the NPC are the
main rate limiting processes of the unfaulting mechanism. The effective activation barrier in the transition from
the NPC to the glide �111� configuration was calculated by combining the ABC and kinetic Monte Carlo
methods and was further benchmarked against molecular dynamics �MD� simulations. The effective activation
barrier was found as 0.82 eV; smaller than its previously reported value of 1.68 eV. The ABC method was
confirmed to be more efficient than MD, especially for the defect structure evolution processes associated with
high barriers and at low temperatures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Advanced reactors are being designed for longer lifetimes
while operating in extreme conditions of temperature, chemi-
cal activity, and irradiation.1 It is thus required to extend our
understanding of materials long-term behavior, particularly
the nature of radiation-induced defect structures in micro-
structural evolution. Defects are produced within displace-
ment cascades during irradiation by high-energy particles,
neutrons, ions, and electrons. After the cascade formation,
many close interstitial atom and vacancy pairs recombine in
very short time ��10−11 s�. Some remaining point defects
further accumulate to form self-interstitial atom �SIA� clus-
ters and vacancy clusters. The interaction and migration of
such defects are critical in governing the microstructural evo-
lution, which in turn determines the degradation of the mac-
roscopic properties of the reactor materials.2–6 Material
structural, mechanical, and chemical properties change over
long time scales as a result of damage accumulation and
damage structure evolution,7–9 leading to consequences as
void swelling, irradiation creep, hardening, and chemical
segregation. However, it has been a formidable challenge to
deal with and predict irradiated microstructural and micro-
chemical evolution over long time �years� using conventional
computational methods at the atomistic scale. In this paper,
we introduce a new method demonstrated here on a smaller
scale problem, with the potential to address in essence this
challenge.

The time scale at which the SIA clusters contribute to
microstructure evolution is much shorter than that of va-
cancy clusters.2–4 Understanding the unfaulting and migra-
tion of SIA clusters is of significant importance for nuclear
structural materials. Here, we model, simulate, and interpret
the evolution and migration of SIA clusters in bcc Fe be-
cause ferritic steels are of relevance in the existing and in the
design-phase nuclear reactors. Previous molecular dynamics
�MD� studies showed that SIA clusters are likely composed

of parallel �111� crowdions and do one-dimensional �1D�
gliding migration with a very low activation barrier.10–14 The
observations of 1

2 � �111� SIA loops’ 1D movement in bcc Fe
by transmission electron microscopy experiments support the
MD predictions of this process qualitatively.15 However, the
resistivity recovery experiments in irradiated bcc Fe upon
small-dose irradiation suggested that the activation barriers
for small SIA clusters are much higher than the MD
prediction.16,17 This discrepancy indicates that, even for the
small SIA clusters, some stable and nonparallel structures
might be formed, which could impact the materials’ micro-
structural evolution. The behavior of the small nonparallel
SIA clusters could serve as the unit initiation process for the
migration and evolution of larger size defects, especially
those associated with slow dynamics. However, these stable
structures have not been thoroughly probed until only re-
cently. In this context, Terentyev et al.18 proposed the non-
parallel configurations �NPC� of small SIA clusters �two-,
three-, and four-SIA clusters� as candidates of stable SIA
structures. The authors studied these NPC SIA clusters by
density-functional-theory calculations and MD simulations
with a recent embedded atom method �EAM� potential de-
veloped by Ackland, Mendelev, and Srolovitz �AMS�.19

Their results proved that the NPC structures are much more
stable than the parallel �111� crowdions. Furthermore, by
fitting the Arrhenius relation between temperature and the
lifetime of the NPC SIA clusters as found from MD simula-
tions, they calculated the effective activation barrier for the
evolution from NPC SIA cluster state to the glide �111� for
the two-, three-, and four-SIA clusters. The result for the
two-SIA cluster was 0.43�0.08 eV, which was consistent
with the value 0.42�0.03 eV given by resistivity recovery
experiment16,17 and by ab initio calculations.20,21 The effec-
tive barrier for the unfaulting of the four-SIA cluster was
reported to be much higher, 1.68�0.29 eV. However, the
details of the unfaulting mechanism and the corresponding
evolution in energy for NPC SIA clusters were not provided.
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That is because an MD simulation cannot provide easily the
complete picture of the energy landscape associated with
each possible atomic configuration in the long time scale
evolution of an SIA structure. On the other hand, a compre-
hensive understanding of the potential energy landscape can
help elucidate the system’s atomic structure evolution and
the corresponding kinetics. Many dynamic reactions, includ-
ing the defect structure evolution, are strongly influenced by
the underlying energy landscape of the system’s inherent
structural configuration.22 Therefore a challenging problem is
whether the energy landscape associated with atomic trajec-
tories can be explored with detail and whether quantitatively
reliable results, particularly the effective energy barriers and
time scales governing the structural evolution can be derived
based on the energy landscape. That is what we address in
this paper with a new method, using an SIA cluster from
Terentyev et al.’s work as a benchmark case.

II. SIMULATION APPROACH

A. Potential energy landscape and atomic trajectories

In this paper, the energy landscape for the evolution of
NPC SIA clusters from a trapped state to the glide �111� was
identified by the autonomous basin climbing �ABC� method.
The ABC method is a new algorithm based on the activation-
relaxation methods and explores and reconstructs the sys-
tem’s potential energy surface. It was developed recently by
Kushima et al.23,24 in computing the viscosity of supercooled
liquids and is based on the Laio and Parrinello’s25 idea of
escaping from free-energy minima. Laio and Parrinello’s
method adds penalty functions to the free energy of a set of
collective coordinates in an N-particle system in order to
force the system evolve toward rare-event configurations and
in doing so, it requires a knowledge of possible reaction
coordinates based on input from coarse-grained molecular
dynamics. On the other hand, ABC adds penalty functions to
the potential energy of the entire 3N-dimensional space with
no prior assumption of the reaction coordinates and with no
need to acquire a set of forces from local MD simulations.
Therefore, ABC method can serve extremely useful in find-
ing the reaction paths and low-probability configurations
without knowing the reaction paths or final configurations in
advance. In ABC algorithm, a local minimum-energy state, i,
with energy Ei and configuration �ri� is selected at the begin-
ning �Fig. 1�a�: �1�	. A series of penalty function additions
and total relaxations are then operated in order to make the
system climb out of the local basin and reach the next basin
�Fig. 1�a�: �2�–�4�	. While climbing up a potential hill �steps
�1�–�3� in Fig. 1�b�	, the total energy �indicated by squares�
is always larger than the original potential energy �indicated
by circles�. When the total energy reaches above a saddle-
point energy, upon relaxation a sudden drop in the total en-
ergy takes place. This drop corresponds to a new minimum-
energy configuration that the system relaxes down to.
Therefore, the total energy and the original potential energy
at this point are equal �step �4� in Fig. 1�b�	. The crosses
represent the highest potential energy that the system reached
during that last step. Then, the saddle point, shown by the
triangles in Fig. 1�b�, and the barrier between the neighbor-

ing minima, shown as Eij and Eji in Fig. 1�b�, are derived by
tracing back the trajectories that the system underwent.

While presented in detail by Kushima et al.,23,24 here we
summarize the key steps in the ABC algorithm: �a� select an
initial local minimum-energy configuration r�1

0 with energy
E1. The superscript “zero” represents that the configuration
corresponds to a minimum. �b� Activation step—add a pen-

alty function of Gaussian form, �1�r��=W exp�−
�r�−r�1

0�2

2�2 	, to ac-
tivate the system out of the minimum-energy configuration.
W and � are prescribed constants which determine the

(b)

(a)

(c)

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic illustration of the ABC
method �figure adapted from �Ref. 23�	. The system climbs out of a
potential energy basin �1–3� by adding Gaussian penalty functions
to the system’s potential energy. Finally, the system reaches the
neighboring minimum �4�. �b� Trajectory of energy values �1–4�
involved in the ABC method, corresponding to the case in �a�. �c�
Potential energy landscape derived from �b� and the KMC simula-
tion parameters based on it.
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strength and spatial extent of the penalty function, respec-
tively. The total system energy now becomes �p

1 =�+�1,
where �p

1 and � represent the total energy and potential
energy of the system, respectively. �c� Relaxation step—
relax the configuration and energy starting from that at �p

1 to
obtain the new energy and configuration r�2. �d� Repeat steps
�b� and �c� with �p

2 =�p
1 +�2, �p

3 =�p
2 +�3 , . . ., until a relax-

ation step, n, takes the system to a significantly lower energy
state E2 with configuration r�2

0. �e� Confirm the sampling of
the new local minimum-energy configuration r�2

0 with energy
E2 by the criterion �p

n�r�2
0�=��r�2

0�. This means that the total
energy equals to the potential energy at r�2

0 as the new local
minimum. �f� Repeat the operations �a�–�e� above to get a
series of minimum-energy configurations in the structural
evolution of the system.

By collecting the energy barriers between the different
minima, the inherent potential energy landscape of the struc-
ture evolution is constructed, as schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1�c�. Unless the penalty function strength represented by
W is too large compared to the energy barrier between the
two minima, varying the values of W and � should give the
same path of evolution between the energy minima. The
uniqueness of the reaction path found by the ABC method
using an appropriate set of values for W and � was illus-
trated for atomic diffusion on a metal surface by Kushima et
al.23 The smaller the penalty function strength, the more ac-
curate the barriers derived in this algorithm are. However,
the computational expense also grows with smaller magni-
tude of the penalty function. In this paper, W and � were
chosen as 0.25 eV and 0.5 Å2, respectively, in order to keep
a balance between accuracy and computational efficiency.

B. Effective activation barrier and evolution time

Based on the energy landscape found for the evolution of
the SIA clusters, the barriers between the different minimum-
energy configurations served as input parameters to a kinetic
Monte Carlo �KMC� simulation. KMC simulations were set
up based on the transition state theory, as schematically
shown in Fig. 1�c�, and were performed on the lattice. The
minimum-energy configurations and the barriers between
those configurations for this on-lattice KMC were directly
provided by the results from the ABC method, without any
assumptions or parameterization involved. The effective mi-
gration barrier and the evolution time between the initial
state and final state were then calculated by the KMC simu-
lations. KMC simulations also require the values for the pre-
exponential coefficients as jump frequencies for each transi-
tion between a pair of minimum-energy configurations,
denoted as k0 in Fig. 1�c�. The pre-exponential factors are
often in the range of 1012–1013 s−1 �Ref. 26� and in this
paper they were chosen to be constant with a value of 5
�1012 s−1 for each of the transitions to a first-order approxi-
mation. If all the transitions are associated with a very simi-
lar or same value of k0, then the value of k0 can only affect
the absolute value of the evolution time and not the effective
barrier. The latter is the focus in this work; therefore a pa-
rameterization or fitting of k0 was not conducted here.

It is worth reminding here that the static potential energy
landscape calculations involved in the current form of the

ABC algorithm bare no information on the entropy contribu-
tion to the energy. The structure of the algorithm does not
prohibit to include the entropy contributions in future devel-
opment, provided the degeneracy of configurations of saddle
points and minima. On the other hand, the entropy is not a
significant contributor to the energy barriers in such cases as
when the temperature is low or when the potential energy
difference is very large. Those cases are of particular impor-
tance to slow dynamics in the evolution of trapped struc-
tures, as in radiation damage at relatively lower tempera-
tures. In such cases, the KMC simulations based only on the
potential energy surface could enable sufficiently good esti-
mate of the energy barriers.

The effective migration barrier calculated by the ABC and
KMC methods was then benchmarked against MD simula-
tions of the same type of NPC SIA clusters. The supercell for
the MD simulation was cubic with 10a0�10a0�10a0 di-
mensions and containing 2000 Fe atoms. Interstitial atoms
were inserted into the supercell according to the NPC struc-
ture proposed by Terentyev et al.18 For comparison purposes,
two types of EAM potentials were used in this paper: the
AMS potential,19 the same one as Terentyev et al. used, and
the Finnis-Sinclair �FS� potential,27 another well-known
EAM potential. To enable statistically sufficient number of
MD tests under each temperature, we considered the follow-
ing criterion, resulting in Eq. �3� below. The microstructural
evolution of SIA clusters is a state transition process. Ac-
cording to the transition state theory, the probability distribu-
tion function, p�t�, for the time, t, of first escape from one
energy basin is

p�t� = k exp�− kt� , �1�

where k is the total jump frequency to neighboring minima.
The average time that the system stays in the given energy

basin is the mean lifetime, t̄, of the configuration in the basin
and is given by

t̄ = 

0

�

k exp�− kt�tdt =
1

k
. �2�

The standard deviation, �, of the lifetime is then derived
as

� = ��2 = �

0

�

k exp�− kt��t − t̄�2dt1/2

=� 1

k2 =
1

k
. �3�

Theoretically, this result implies that the mean value of
the lifetime, t̄, should be exactly the same as its standard
deviation, �. Therefore, the number of MD tests should be
sufficiently numerous when the calculated average lifetime
converges to a value close to its standard deviation. In this
paper, 10 MD tests for a given configuration were conducted
under each temperature with the AMS potential, 20 MD tests
for the FS potential, and both cases satisfied this criterion.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Unfaulting mechanism of the four-SIA cluster

The four-SIA NPC structure described by Terentyev et
al.18 was selected as the starting point in the simulations.
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After relaxation the initial configuration, C1 in Fig. 2, con-
sists of 12 interstitial atoms and eight empty-lattice sites,
which gives a net number of four interstitials. Among these,
three interstitial atoms and two lattice sites form the �111�
crowdion while the remaining nine interstitial atoms and six
lattice sites form a ring structure of three trimers on �111�
planes. The evolution trajectory and the corresponding en-
ergy landscape as derived by the ABC method with the AMS
potential is shown in Fig. 2. After being activated by the
energy penalty function, the next minimum-energy configu-
ration is C2. In C2, the �111� crowdion remained unchanged
while the ring structure of three trimers was broken up due to
the returning of the interstitials in one of the trimers back to
the nearest vacant lattice sites. Upon further activation, C3
was found as the �111� crowdion rotated to a �110� dumb-
bell, and consists of three parallel �110� dumbbells and an-
other �110� dumbbell perpendicular to the other three. Then,
two �110� dumbbells in C3 rotated to �111� direction. There-
fore, C4 consists of two parallel �110� dumbbells and two
parallel �111� dumbbells. Evolution of C4 to C5 involved the
two �110� dumbbells rotating to the �111� direction, ending
up together as the glide �111� configuration. Finally, C6,
which consists of four parallel �110� dumbbells, is the
lowest-energy structure of the four-SIA cluster. These two
last states, C5 and C6, found in this transition are qualita-
tively consistent with Terentyev et al.’s results. Furthermore,

the ABC method in our investigation enabled us to identify a
detailed set of transition state configurations in the unfaulting
process from the trapped to the mobile glide �111� and the
associated energy landscape �Fig. 2� at the atomic level. In
this process, the transitions C1→C2, C2→C3, and C3
→C4 have similar activation barriers, 0.57, 0.52, and 0.50
eV, respectively, that are higher than the other two remaining
transitions in the unfaulting. Therefore, based on the activa-
tion barriers, the breaking of the initial ring structure of three
trimers in �111� planes followed by the rotation of the �111�
crowdion are the rate limiting processes of the unfaulting
mechanism.

B. Lifetime and effective activation barrier in the unfaulting
of the four-SIA cluster

The effective activation barrier in the transition from four-
SIA NPC to glide �111� configuration was obtained by the
KMC simulations based on the energy landscape produced
above by ABC method. In the KMC simulations, the system
was initially set at configuration C1 made of the nonparallel
SIA cluster shown in Fig. 2 and the simulation was termi-
nated when the system reached C5, the glide �111� configu-
ration. 10 000 KMC simulations were performed under each
temperature. Figure 3�a� shows a clear Arrhenius relation
between the unfaulting time and temperature with a slope of

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� The evolution of energy and atomic trajectories �C1–C6� starting with the initial NPC four-SIA cluster, found
by using the ABC method with the AMS potential �visualized by Atomeye �Ref. 28�	. Blue/dark balls represent the interstitial atoms,
green/light balls represent the vacant lattice sites, and orange/small balls represent the atoms on lattices. The rods are placed only to
accentuate the defect structure but do not represent a physical meaning for a special set of bonds. �b� The potential energy landscape
associated with the atomic configurations described in �a�.
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0.82�0.01 eV, which gives the effective activation barrier.
The advantage here is that the configurations and the corre-
sponding energy barriers in KMC are not presumed but
rather precisely described by the results from the ABC
method. While here we are investigating a relatively small
defect structure for benchmarking the method, this approach
would be particularly important for accuracy when multiple
defect configurations may interact as a function of their size,
structure, and separation distance or if complicated defect
interactions yield unexpected new configurations. In those
cases, the interaction paths and barriers could no longer be
assumed to be constant under different local environments,
as is typically the limiting presumption in conventional
KMC methods.

Compared with the migration barrier for the glide �111�
movement �tens of millielectron volt10–12�, this value of 0.82
eV corresponds to a very high activation energy for the un-

faulting of the NPC four-SIA cluster. This means that the
configuration C1 is a rather stable structure, consistent quali-
tatively with Terentyev et al.’s conclusion. In our investiga-
tion, the effective activation barrier calculated from the ABC
and KMC simulations was benchmarked against MD tests
using the same EAM potential. Configurations C2 and C3
were also found in the MD simulations, which are consistent
with the evolution trajectory given by the ABC method. C4
was seldom found in the MD simulations at these rather high
temperatures because the barrier between C4 and C5 is rela-
tively low. The quantitative results for the unfaulting time
taken from the MD results are shown in Table I.

As seen in Table I, the calculated mean lifetime and its
standard deviation are sufficiently close to each other. This
implies statistical reliability of the MD-driven results, based
on the criterion described by Eqs. �2� and �3�. Using the
mean lifetime versus temperature data, which obeys the
Arrhenius behavior as shown in Fig. 3�b�, the effective acti-
vation energy in transition from NPC cluster to glide �111�
cluster with the MD benchmark tests is 0.80�0.10 eV.

The evolution of the NPC four-SIA cluster by the ABC
method using the FS potential was also studied here. The
energy landscape was slightly different from the one given
by the AMS potential �Fig. 2�b�	. Nevertheless, the NPC
structure is still a stable one and the KMC calculations re-
sulted in 1.032�0.002 eV �rounded to 1.03 eV� for the ef-
fective migration barrier between the NPC structure and
glide �111� configuration. 20 MD benchmark tests with the
FS potential were conducted under each temperature for vali-
dating the ABC and KMC results. The effective migration
barrier of 1.09�0.16 eV was found by fitting the lifetime of
NPC cluster, similarly as in Fig. 3�b� for the AMS potential.

The MD results of 0.80 and 1.09 eV with the AMS and
the FS potential, respectively, are clearly consistent with the
0.82 and 1.03 eV effective barriers calculated by the ABC
and KMC simulations in this work. As noted in the simula-
tion approach, the KMC results based on the ABC-driven
energy barriers here do not include entropy contributions.
The reason that they are well consistent with the MD-driven
energy barriers could be that the entropy difference between
the initial point, C1, and the main saddle point located be-
tween C2 and C3 determining the barrier for the unfaulting
process is very small compared to the potential energy dif-
ference between them. The consistent benchmarking of the
results with the MD tests proves that the ABC method is

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. �Color online� Arrhenius relation between the mean life-
time, t̄, of NPC four-SIA cluster and temperature, T �the lifetime at
1050K was set as t0�, with an effective energy barrier of Eb, �a�
found by the KMC simulations based on the potential energy land-
scape generated by the ABC using the AMS potential and �b� found
by the MD simulations using the AMS potential.

TABLE I. The mean and the standard deviation of the lifetime
in the unfaulting of the NPC four-SIA cluster found from the MD
simulations using the AMS potential.

Temperature
�K�

Mean lifetime, t̄
�ps�

Standard deviation, �
�ps�

1050 18.65 30.08

975 28.20 34.09

950 44.44 39.78

925 52.50 54.25

900 61.72 49.16

875 120.47 99.07
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quantitatively capable of capturing the transitions in the
atomic structure of the SIA clusters and the corresponding
energy landscape.

On the other hand, these values are significantly different
from the 1.68 eV given by Terentyev et al.’s MD results
using the same AMS potential. According to the criteria we
described in Eqs. �2� and �3�, the MD results for estimating
the lifetime in this transition states context can be statisti-
cally acceptable only when the standard deviation is close to
the calculated mean lifetime. However, only one MD result
data point was provided for the lifetime at the relatively low
temperature around 800 K by Terentyev et al.18 Therefore,
the mean and the standard deviation of the lifetime calcu-
lated in Ref. 18 for the four-NPC SIA cluster around 800 K
is not clear quantitatively. Such a low number of MD runs at
the given temperature could be the cause for the loss in ac-
curacy of the unfaulting energy barrier result reported by
Terentyev et al. for the NPC four-SIA cluster.

The last point worth mentioning here is the time savings
with the ABC simulations when compared with MD and we
give an example for this comparison. In this paper, the mean
lifetime of the NPC cluster is about 100 ps in the temperature
range of �800 K–1000 K. It takes 105 steps for a single
MD test with a time step of 10−15 s to capture the transition
with this lifetime. Furthermore, considering several tempera-
tures and approximately 10–20 MD tests at each temperature
for achieving statistically reliable results, the total time steps
consumed in the MD simulations amount to about 107. On
the other hand, with the ABC method, only several hundred
simulation steps are sufficient for a typical transition trajec-
tory �Fig. 2�a�	. Although a step in ABC method is longer
than in MD �about 103 times longer�, the total simulation
time consumed by the ABC simulations is considerably less.
In this case of study, ABC method is more than ten times
faster than the MD simulation. This advantage is expected to
be more significant for processes associated with slow
dynamics—that is with very high transition energy barriers
and at relatively lower temperatures.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we reported on the structural evolution of a
trapped self-interstitial atom cluster in bcc Fe, capturing the
atomic scale transitions, the corresponding potential energy
landscape and the unfaulting time scale. The potential energy
landscape in the unfaulting from the trapped to the mobile

glide �111� configuration was explored by tracing the atomic
trajectories in detail, using the ABC method. The breaking of
the initial ring structure of three trimers on �111� planes fol-
lowed by the rotation of the �111� crowdion are the rate
limiting processes of the unfaulting mechanism. The mini-
mum and saddle-point energies in all the transitions were
specifically quantified. The effective activation barrier for the
entire unfaulting process was calculated by combining the
ABC and KMC methods, and was also benchmarked against
MD simulations. The results from the two approaches
showed good consistency.

An effective barrier of 0.82 eV was found for the unfault-
ing of the NPC four-SIA cluster modeled by the ABC and
KMC methods, and is significantly different from the previ-
ously published result.18 However, the consistent benchmark-
ing of this result with the MD tests in this work indicates that
this barrier is rational and proves that the ABC method is
capable of capturing the transitions in the atomic structure of
the SIA clusters and the corresponding energy landscape.
Therefore, we introduce the ABC method as a new algorithm
based on the activation-relaxation methods to effectively
capture the atomistic scale details of the slow dynamics in-
volved in the evolution and migration of interstitial defects in
irradiated materials. While the unfaulting process in this pa-
per spans over a rather short time scale for a small system,
the principles for the ABC method in the evolution of irra-
diation induced defects with atomic structure relaxations
shown here apply for any size and time scale in materials
behavior. As noted in the Introduction, a particularly long
time scale process, slow dynamics in glass transition, with
relaxation time scales up to 109 s has been already success-
fully modeled by Kushima et al.23,24 with the ABC method.
This time scale is on the order of the operation time of
nuclear reactors. The demonstration on the atomic defect
structures in bcc Fe in this work and Kushima et al.’s glass
transition study together suggest that the simulation method
development based on the ABC principles can be particularly
useful in predicting how the macroscopic mechanical and
chemical properties change in an irradiated material while
retaining atomistic fundamentals—this is the ultimate chal-
lenge in simulating long time scale behavior upon radiation
damage in nuclear materials.
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